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May 2, 2013 
 
FILED VIA GCKEY 
 
John Traversy 
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and 
 Telecommunications Commission 
Gatineau, Quebec 
K1A 0N2 
 
Dear Mr. Traversy, 
 
Subject:  Review of outstanding wholesale high-speed issues related to interface rates, optional 


upstream speed rates, and modem certification requirements, Telecom Notice of 
Consultation CRTC 2013-80, 21 February 2013 (CRTC File No. 8661-C12-201303487) 


  


1. Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) is in receipt of the reply of Bell Aliant 


Regional Communications, Limited Partnership (“Bell Aliant”) and Bell Canada (collectively “Bell 


companies”) concerning Bell Aliant Tariff Notice (“TN”) 449 Atlantic, Bell Aliant TN 440 (Ontario and 


Quebec), and Bell Canada TN 7386 dated April 29. 2013 (“Bell companies Reply”). 


 


2. In their Reply, the Bell companies, have, for the first time since the capacity-based billing (“CBB”) 


regime came into effect (and in response to concerns raised by Vaxination Informatique and CNOC in this 


proceeding), provided a description of the service definition and description of cost elements included in the 


Aggregated High-Speed Service Provider Interface (“AHSSPI”) portion of their wholesale high-speed 


access (“HSA”) services. The disclosure of this additional information has given rise to a new concern 


which CNOC is only now able to articulate for the first time. For this reason, CNOC requests the 


Commission’s indulgence in accepting the filing of this submission and allowing it to become part of the 


record of these proceeding. Of course, CNOC has no objection if the Bell companies wish to file a further 


reply to this specific submission only. 


 


3. The Bell companies have now disclosed that the AHSSPI tariff element can be provisioned in two 


different manners, depending on the type of equipment located in the wire centre serving the DSLSP's point 
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of presence (“POP”).1 In the first case (hereinafter called “Case A”), “where the DSLSP's serving wire 


centre contains an IP router and Ethernet switch, the AHSSPI is defined as a port on either the Ethernet 


switch or the IP Edge router”.2 In the second case (hereinafter called “Case B”), “where the DSLSP's 


serving wire centre only contains an Ethernet switch, the DSLSP's traffic must traverse multiple Ethernet 


switches in the Metro Ethernet network to reach the edge of the IP core.”3  In this latter situation, “the 


AHSSPI costs reflect the cost of a port on the Ethernet switch in the DSLSP's serving wire centre, as well as 


the cost of traversing the Metro Ethernet network” (emphasis added).4 


 


4. The Bell companies then go on to describe that their proposed AHSSPI rates reflect a weighted 


average of Case A and Case B described above, “where the weights reflect the manner in which and where 


the DSLSPs connect to the Companies' network on a growth basis”.5 


 


5. CNOC submits that the Bell companies should be required to offer to separate AHHSPI rates for 


Case A and Case B. There is no reason that all wholesale ISP customers of Bell should be paying a single 


blended rate such that those to whom Case A applies end up subsidizing those to whom Case B applies, 


particularly when the Bell companies have clearly identified the separate costs for Case A and Case B in 


order to create the blended rate.  


 


6. Finally, CNOC requests that the Bell companies be ordered to specify the percentage of their 


wholesale customers to whom Case A applies and the percentage of those customers to whom Case B 


applies for each of Bell Aliant’s Atlantic Region and the Bell companies’ Ontario and Quebec Region. 


 


Yours very truly, 


 


 
William Sandiford 
Chair of the Board and President 
 
  


                                                      
1  Bell companies Reply, at paragraph 10. 
2  Id., at paragraph 11. 
3  Id., at paragraph 13. 
4  Id., at paragraph 13. 
5  Id., at paragraph 14. 
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Copy:  TNC 2013-80 List of Parties 


Chris Seidl, CRTC (via email) 
Lynne Fancy, CRTC (via email) 
Lyne Renaud, CRTC (via email) 
Yvan Davidson, CRTC (via email) 


 
*** END OF DOCUMENT *** 






